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B.S.U. budgeting discussed at summit meeting
By John A.Salerno

In a move to reach a unified accord between funded groups, Student Organization Inc. held a s1,1mmit meeting to discuss new
budgeting based on the loss of a
percentage of black students' stu-

dent activities fees. Under a ruling
of July 7 by the Kean College Board
of Trustees, the Black Student Union
will receive 65% of black students'
student activity fees. Student Org
hopes to convince the Board of
Trustees to repeal their decision at
their Oct. 20 meeting. The loss of

black students' fees, estimated at
over $30,000 dollars, would red uce
the money which would normally
go to funded groups, and Student
Org. special projects. "If the BSU
gets their money, all funded groups
will be cut somewhere down the
line," said Tom Moritz, Asst.

Treasurer for Student Org.
The BSU stated their position at
the meeting. "The Black Student
Union has been consistently underfunded for the past five years. We
ask that we be given a budget that
reflects the percentage of full time
black students' contributions in stu-

dent activity fees," said BSU
member Clarence Coggins Ill.
Bill Mishka, of CCB asked, "Does
this mean that black students will
be paying 35% of our budget, and
reaping 100% of the benefits?"
" Yes;' said Dave McCarthy, President of Student Org.
Clarence Coggins Ill, explained
that the BSU believes that black
students don't get much out of the
Student Org. Inc. "Were not taking
away from our normal operating
fees," he said. "Black students want
to put the majority of their fees to
the programs that benefit them."
The BSU contends that some funded groups, in particular, the Independent, and CCB, do not offer
enough programming for black
students.
The CCB points out that what
programming there is for black
students, is often sparsely attended.
Mtume, for example, had to cancel
their performance because of lack
of ticket sales. When BSU presented
Stanley Jordan in Wilkins TPA, th e
audience was estimated at about
110 people at both shows
combined .
The meting lasted neary four
hours. It was decided at the end of
the summit, that a task force be
formed to ensure that racial groups
• - - - - ' ' " - - - ""'"'-- ,p,o..
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Vice President of B.S.U. makes a point at the Summit Meeting held last Monday, as the President of Student O rganization and members
of C.C. B. look on.
· Photo by Andy Kossow.sky

then rescinded by a member of
BSU.
According to BSU president
Stanely Matthews, the BSU wants to
form a Minority Council within the
Student Org. The minority council
would be comprised of 15 members; 3 hispanic, 3 black, 3 Pacific
islanders, 3 white, and 3 oriental.
The BSU would like this group to
form a coherent budget, attempting
td make the distribution of funds
more equitable.

Direct Action Committee reports on past meetings
By Bob Spanier

On October 10th, the Take
Pride/Direct Action Organizing
Committee (D.A.O.C.) met with
Charles Kimmett, Vice President of
Administration and Finance, Bob
Maslow, Director of Housing, and
Joe Kang, Assistant Director of
Housing, in order to check-up on
the progress of items instituted at
the last meeting two weeks ago.
Also in attendance were Mike
Timney, President of the Residents
Association and Dave McCarthy,
President of Student Organization .
Mr. Kimmett started the meeting
off by reading a status report on
some of the items discussed at the
last meeting:
• New washing machines will be
installed in Bartlett Hall this
week and the rest of the dorms
will have new working
machines by the end of
October.
• Coin Change machines will be
instal led in the Head RA office
of each Dorm building in the

In this
•
issue:

upcoming week.
• Holes in the fencing were fixed
and trash was picked up behind
Rogers and Sozio Halls.
The New Business of the meeting
brought new ideas from the
D.A.O.C. in which comments were
m ade in campus security and vandalism, improving Monthly Exterminations, monitoring of 30-minute
parking, and campus beautification.
Ideas on campus security and
vandalism were targeted primarily
in the Quad area and VaughnEames parking lot where there have
been some recent reports made on
cars that have been robbed and/or
vandalized. The D.A.O.C. suggested
the closing of the Morris ave. and
North Ave. entrances overnight in
order to help keep ctnwanted vistors
from off the campus. Also, increasing the amount of Police patrols
overnight got positive results, but
the possibility of bringing in an outside security force had some mixed feelings. The reason for the reluctance Mr. Kimmett sa id was that the
college feels that our police force
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provide enough security for the
residents and even with an added
outside force, there is no guarantee
that the results will be any better. He
also said that we would hire additional Police for the campus as long
as the funds were available.
Next on the agenda was the current monthly Dorm exterminations.
The current system in place requires
students to remove all items from
the cabinets in the dining area and
bathroom vanity, so the area can be
sprayed thoroughly. The D.A.O.C.
had suggested that the monthly
spraying could include more of the
room, possible including the
bedrooms. Some residents have
sightd bugs in their bedrooms and
in the living area and the D.A.O.C.
feels that with the increased extermination area, fewer bugs will remain in the rooms. Bob Maslo said
that he did not have any objection
with the idea, but complete resident
cooperation will be needed in order
for this to work. (Currentl y residents
who do not comply with the monthly extermination requirements are
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assessed a twenty dollar housing
charge.)
The issue of campus parking was
the next topic of di scussion, which
was prompted by an article that appeared in the Independent on October 9th. Mr. Kimmett said that
there are approximately 3500
spaces available for students to park
their vehicles, but there was a need
to clarify the parking problem if
there in fact was one. It was made
clear that the problem is not with
the lack of parking spaces, because
there is always a space available
somewhere on campus it just may
be at the back of the Vaughn-Eames
lot, but with the lack of "convenient" spaces. This is true. However,
there are no plans to make any additional spaces because there is just
no room on the main campus for
new parking.
The committee also suggested a
monitoring system in the 30-minute
parking lot behind the student
center on Sunday nights, so
residents cou ld have an easier moving back into their rooms after the
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weekend. Joe Kang said that he also
has no problem in establishing this
system, but in order for this system
to also work cooperation from every
resident will be needed or else our
efforts will be useless. Time limits
of 30 minutes will be given to all
those cars parked in the lot and
tickets will be issued by security
personnel for all those. cars still
parked in the lot after 30 minutes.
This system will be put into operation as soon as security personnel
can be chosen.
The last item of new business was
Campu s Beautification . Mike
Timney said that we will have to
make this continuous function and
to create a tremendous amount of
student awareness. If everyone on
campus would think of the Keep
America Beautiful campaign then
everyone on campus will be able to
Take Pride in Keeping Kean
Beautiful. The Take Pride/Direct Action Organizing Committee will
'again be meeting with members of
Administration on Friday, October
24th at 2:00 p.m .
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What's up at .

• •

Greek comer
By Felix Ocejo
G.C.C. would like to welcome
everyone back to school In case you
don't know, G.C.C. stands for Greek
Cooperative Council. It is the governing body of all Greeks on campus.
It is made up of a representative of
each Greek Organization and its executive board members. Our main
goal is to bring all Greek Organizations closer together.
We would like to thank all the
Creek Organizations that partic:
pated in Meet the Greeks. The turnout of students there this year was
higher than previous years.
G.C.C. would like to thank
everyone who partcipated ·in this
years homecoming. We would also
like to thank Rho Theta Tau for best
sorority, Sigma Beta Tau for best
fraternity and most alumni, Alpha
Theta Pi for best All-Around frater-

nity/sorority, and Omega Sigma Psi
for best float. Congratulations to
New Delta Pi and Delta Sigma Pi
for second and third place respectively on their floats.
Right now on campus all the
fraternities and sororities are involved with their respective rushes and
teas. The turnouts at the rushes and
teas have been good.
Greek Events
Nu Theta Chi - 4th Open Tea
Alumni Lounge - 8:00 - Oct. 21
Bagel Sale - 1st Floor Hutchinson
October 21st
Rho Sigma Chi - 2nd Open Tea
T-210 - 8:00 - Oct. 21
Bagel Sale - 1st Floor Bruce
4:30 - October 22
Lambda Chi Rho - 3rd Open Tea ·
Meeting Rm . A - 8:30 - Oct. 21
Sigma Beta Chi - 3rd Open Tea
Downs Hall - 8:00 - Oct. 23

Career planning schedule
Each year, from October through May, the Kean College Career Planning and Placement Office sponsors an On-Campu s Recruitment Program primarily for seniors. Representatives from business, education,
government, and graduate schools visit ow office to interview students
interested in jobs and graduate study.
All those interested in signing up for appointments for the October,
1986 schedule may do so beginning September 15, 1986 at the CPP Office, located in the Main Building of the East Campus. For additional
information about the On-Campus Recruitment Program, please call
527-2040.
Date

Company

Kids "R" Us

10/21/86

Prudential Insurance Co.

10/21/86

U.S. Navy

"****

Management Science,
Liberal Arts Majors. Seniors
and Alumni
All majors. Undergraduate
Freshmen and Sophomores
preferred. PIT positions. (No
appointment needed; a representative will be available
from 10:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. to speak with
interested students in the
College Center.)
All Majors. (No appointment
needed; a representative
from the U.S. Navy will
speak with students in the
College Center from
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

One of the year's best films.
Haunting and t:rotic."

"Brilliant!"

-(;t•n~ ,i,kd. CIIJ(.A(;() TRIil[ ':-.iE

- ~1:orilyn lkck.

Dear Connie,
I really don't know how to deal
with my parents. The older I get, the
worse it seems to get between us.
We don't agree on anything at all
an'd the tension really bothers me.
I wish I could find a way to get them
off my back and feel better when
l,.m around them.
Conflicted
Dear Conflicted,
Family conflict is not a new
phenomenon . We need to learn not
to throw up our hands and give up,
but to find ways to deal with the
unavoidable conflicts. It's during the
adolescent years when we are
becoming adults that major conflicts arise. The conflicts are inevitable due to the differences in attitudes and needs of the two generations. Also, the pressure inherent to
both the parents and adolescents
lives contribute to the negative patterns that occur. The core of the
conflict is lack of communication
and whether gen uine mutual concern is expressed. For more information, the Counseling Center is offering a discussion group, coping with
parents which will deal more extensively with related matters. If you're
interested in finding out more,
please call the Counseling Center
at 527-2083.

Please send your letters to " Dear
Connie; ' Bookstore Bldg. Rm . 126

The Counseling Center will be
presenting a series of programs to
the ~ollege community during
"Alcohol Awareness Week". The
purpose of these programs will be
to create and awareness of the
drinking patterns on campus.
Monday, October 20
lnforation tables and sl ides
Bruce/Townsend
Sloan Lounge (SA bldg.)
12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.
Hutchinson Hall
5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
• Tuesday, October 21
Film, "Father Martin"
Sloan Lounge - 1:40 p.m.

Wednesday, October 22
Panel Discussion
Downs Hall Dining Rm. 3
12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Panel includes:
AL-ANON-for families
of Alcoholics
NA- Narcotics Anonymous
ACOA-Adult Children
of Alcohol ics
Union County Council
on Alcoholi sm
·AA-Alcoholics Anonymou s
Thursday, October 23
Film, "Days of Wine and Roses"
Browsing Room, Bookstore Building
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m .
We hope to have maximum student attendance. Past experience
has shown that faculty encouragement is required to motivate
students to attend sllCh events.
Please return to the Counseling
Center, Bookstore Bldg. SA 126 by
October 6, 1986.

r-------------------------1
''Alcohol
,
.

I

I

Awareness Week'',
October 20-23

:

Name:
Dept: - - - ~ - - My class will attend:
Tuesday, October 21-1:40 p.m.
Wednesday, October 22-specify time

I
I
I

•

<IIICA(,() TRIIII ·:-.t' w:-.DICATI'

"William Burt's sexual chemistry
produces the beat ... Marlt:t: Matlin's dt:hut
is a \ 'iC(orr'' - Brun· \X "illi:tm~on . PLAYBOY ~u<;AZl'.\E

"One of the Best Films of 1986.. .

Time to advance register already?
By Gay Lumsden,
Director Freshman Center
It seems as if you just registered

for this semester, and here it is time
to do it all over again .
" BUT WHY" you ask. Because,
we all answer in one breath, it will
save you a lot of trouble later. While
Advance Registration does not.
guarantee you'll get the schedu le
you want, it does give you a much
better chance at it than if you wait.
Ask any sophomore - the January
In-Person Regi stration is not what
you'd choose for a fun day.
"Okay," you answer amiably.
" How do I do it?" Questions, questions! Let's take them one at a time:
" WHO'S MY ADVISOR?" If you
started school in Summer or Fall,
1986 your Freshman Seminar Prof
is your advisor, and she or he will
work through the entire process
with you . If you started in January,
1986, make an appointment with a
Freshman Center Advisor.
"THEN WHAT DO I DO?"
1. Get a " Major Advisement
Sheet" from your major department
or the Freshman-Center. If you're an
undecided major, the Freshman
Center has one for you.

Tht: most t:xtraordinarv Ion: stor-Y in manv ,e1rs ..
rich and profoundly m;>Ving." ·
· ·
- ~lid1ad .\ll'<lwu, ,:-.t:AK l'KE\"IF.~,

2. Get a "Schedule of Classes''.
tion (in the back of the Schedule of
Spring, 1987. Your Prof may have Classes.)
one for you; if not, you can get one
6. Go to your major department
in the Freshman Center or Hutchin- to discuss your schedule and to get
son Hall.
your permit. (If you receive a letter
3. Check your Developmental
from your department announcing
Studies requirements.
a meeting, GO to the meeting. That
4. With your Prof, design a - means they have information YOU
schedule. Consider:
NEED.
• Developmental Studies Re7. Return to your Prof for any
quirements (top priority)
changes and approval.
• Core Course Requirements
8. Turn the sched ule, with per(take one if you do not still
mit, into your Prof.
have Developmental Read ing
or Writing to do.)
" WHAT'S NEXT?"
• Major Requirements
, You ' ll be billed sometime in
• Prerequi sites for courses (watch
December, and then you'll receive
-out for Devefopmental Studies your schedule. If the com puter was
requirements, for prerequisites
unable to put you in the clas~es you
stated in the Schedule, and for requested, it will• have tried to put
courses with numbers of 3000
you in the same classes at different
and up.)
times. If you're flexible, you pro• Your LIFE (work, transportation,
bably won 't have to go throu gh
activities) Note: If you CAN
Chapge of Program . If you're not,
take morning, later afternoon
you may have to adjust your
or Friday classes, you stand a schedule in January. Either way, it
better chance of getting the will be easier than it would without
classes you request. Everybody advance Registration. AND YOU
seems to want classes Monday WILL HAVE· LEARNED HOW TO
through Thursday, 9:25 a.m. to UNDERSTAND
YOUR
RE12:15 p.m., and there isn't QUIREMENTS AND HOW TO
room for all who want those
PLAN YOUR SCHEDULE - a matimes.
jor accomplishment!
5. Fill out the schedule applicaHave Fun!

International students'
contributon to the Kean community
By /eeva Sri, President, i.S.A.

WILLIAM HURT · MARLEE MATLIN
PAR-\.\f()I ')ff PltTl!RES PRESE~TS ABUllT SIJG,\RMM PRODUCTION
AR-\.,llA llID'ES FILI! CIIILl)ll[S Of ALESSER GOD PIPER I.AlJRIE · PIIIUP BOSCO
Scrtcnplay by HESPER A.,llERSO~ Ind MARK MEDOFF fllscd on cht Sil# I'll)' by MAllK MEDOFF
Proch-1 b~· BUKT SUGARl!A.'i and PATRICK PAIMER Dir«Ud by RMllA HAINES

R .,.,:~~~-=:c~~:::1"'.
JtHHICTH

COl"YllCKTC ltM IIY PAI.UOJNT rtCT\IRES
4D.l'OIATION. AU.llCKTSRESUVED.

A

A PARAM()lff,T PICllJRE :

••

~ ~1 .,~ :

·--- ··

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

Th e
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS ' ASSOCIATION is a
funded group of the STUDENT .
ORGANIZATION which has
representation from all ethnic
groups. The motto of I .S.A. is "T HE
WORLD IS BUT A COUNTRY."
In the past year, we have contributed to many campus programs.
In Fall 1985, we provided entertainment and food from _many nations
throughout the world, for the opening ceremony of the Center for
Global Studies.
In May of this year, 450 guests attended the 13th Annual-lntercultural
Festival which included .original

l

LTh~~~.~~~~~~~~~------------J

Freshman Focus

Majors

10/20/86

The Counseling Center
Dear Connie

dramatic 'productions, dances from
Awareness Festival included a
the Caribbean, lndia,.Columbia and . fashion parade of costumes from
other countries. There were also a many countries, dance and food .
national fashion parade, and a varieThrough the CENTER FOR
ty of international cuisines. The pro- GLOBAL STUDIES, International
ceeds were given to "Save A Child
Students have made presentations at
Project", in which we contributed
Freshman Seminars on their native
funds to a needy child for a year.
countries.
Two weeks ago, the Campus
I.S.A. negotiated with the AdAwareness Festival was held with
ministration and resolved the Interthe theme "THE WORLD IS ONE
national Students' Housing problem
AT KEAN" - which is reminiscent during the Summer.
of the I.S.A. theme "THE WORLD
IS BUT A COUNTRY." 1.S.A. WAS
I.S~A. is willing to work in close
INVITED BY THE OFFICE OF STU- co-operation with other funded
DENT ACTIVITIES and the groups at Kean . So we invite other
FRESHMAN CENTER to host the funded .groups to join hands with
I.S.A. to help us all to realize th at
festival.
Our contributions for the Campus "THE WORLD IS ONE AT KEAN."
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Veteran faculty honored

By Manny Cantor
Two veteran faculty members
were tendered a surprise party by
colleagues, staff and students of the
Philosophy Department on Tuesday,
October 7th in the Faculty Lounge
in Hutchinson Hall during the college hour.
Dr. George Burtt and Dr. Wil
Stern have served Kean College for
25 years.

Professor Mervyn D'Souza, Chairman of Philosophy and Religion
sa id " that the department as a
whole and the many students are
here to celebrate Professor George
Burtt's and Professor Wil Stern's
twenty-five years of service to the
students and the college. Wil and
George have given a lot of
· themselves to this institituion and
we want them to know that we are
truly appreciative of their generosi-

Marketing and business
majors invited

Did you know that Kean College
has a Collegiate Chapter of the internationally known American
Marketing Association (AMA)?
The AMA brochure describes the
Collegiate Chapters in thi s manner?
" If you are a college or university student and planning a ca reer in
marketing, you should be a member
of AMA. This enables you to join
one of AMA's 300 Collegiate
Chapters. More than 15,000
. students do. As competition grows,
the need for marketing skills increases. Professionals with a solid
background are more likely to succeed! Join an AMA collegiate
chapter for career information and
development, practical marketing
ty and collegiality. We wanted to do experience and communication
this as th~y continue to be with us with others who share your goals.
Ensure your future in marketing."
for many years to come. To those
All this is true. The plans for last
amongst us who do pot know what a service it has been! One year's activities included:
• A tour of Keys Martin Advertisfounded the Department, and the
ing Agency
other the Union! Enough said . We
• "Going International" film
respect them as statesmen; above
all, we respect them for their com- series on international marketing
skills
mitment to the teacher's station and
• Registration information for
its duties."
AMA Career Days in New York City

• Guest speakers from AT&T and
a Recruitment Coordinator with
Peoples Express Airlines
However, we want to be more
than just a business club. We would
like to be a social organization also.
We want to provide you with a
group of friends who share your interests and goals. This is why we
also plan activities such as rafting
trips and holiday parties.
Interested? We hope so.
Please join us at our next meeting
on Tuesday, October 21, 1986 in
Willis 300 from 1:40 p.m.-2:55 p.m.
(College Hour).
We would also like to wish Jean
Horgan and Sheri Chamberlin
much success in their new positions
as President and Vice President,
respectively. (Offices of Treasurer
and Secretary are sti 11 to be
determined.)
Hope to see you on October 21st.

AMA
Kean College Chapter

Med. program
accreditation
UNION, NJ-Continuing accreditation for four years has been
granted to the medical record administration program at Kean College of New Jersey by the Committee on Allied Health Education and
Accreditation (CA HEA) of the
American Medical Association
(AMA).
Continuing accreditation was
conferred by CAHEA upon the
recommendation of the cuncil on
Education of the American Medical
Record Association (AM RA). The
process involves preparation of a
self study and a two-Oay site vis\\ 'oy
a team of visitors appointed by me

AMRA and the AMA .
Kean College opened its medical
record administration program in
September of 1981 and it remain s
the only baccalaureate MRA program in the state of New Jersey.
Graduates of accredited programs
may sit for national certification exams to become registered record
administrators. Two classes of Kean
College graduates (1984 and 1985)
turned
in
outstanding
performances.
Program graduates are employed
in managerial positions in various
health care settings including acute
care, specialized hospitals, insurance companies and governmental agencies. Approximately 25
students are accepted each year into the program .
Louise A. Weber of East
Brunswick, professor and coordinator of medical record administration, with Kean College
since 1983, prepared accreditation
paper work and arranged the site
visits. She has coordinated two accreditation cycles and the revision
of the MRA program in addition to
teaching and servi ng as department
chai rperson.

Lunchtime Theatre
Presents

Global Marketing Services, Inc.
Campus Images® Division
515 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Please send me additional information on your Campus
Images® job opportunity.
Age

State

Zip
Year

Today
12:30 -

VE 119
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Letters

Editorial

To the malcontents and undesirable
Opportunities await you

Oi r

Dear Editor,
To the malcontents and
undesirables of the Independent
and Student Organization Inc. the
bottom line is this. The Black Student Union of Kean College of New
Jersey did what was in the best interest of it's organization and the entire community at large. The action
of the BSU was based on historical
data showing underfunding, lack of
decision making, unnecessary con-

Being apathetic on this campus is nothing
new, but being so during your first semester
is something else. Usually freshman who
start college are eager to get into the activities and situations that makes college
more than just schoolwork.
· In the past month ?l99ent Organization
held elections for the positions of the
Freshman class. Their president was elected
with forty-one votes, the Vice-President with
twenty-nine, the treasurer with fifty-seven
and the secretary, running unopposed, with
seventy-nine.
Does this mean that only forty-one
Freshman out of 1,200 on this campus care
who they have chosen as their President?
And only forty-one of these freshman care
how they are being represented? It apparently seems so.
Freshman in the past two years have had
an advantage that the classes previously
didn't, the Freshman Center. The Freshman
Center offers guidance that is extremely
necessary for first year students, who are
new to the ways of Kean. They provide
academic advisement, making sure the right
c\asses are chosen, where they are provided with personal attention. The Center also
provides workshops, and referral services for
employment. They have also regulated the
New Student Committee and the Commuter
Club. One would think that with such a vital
organization, todays Freshman would tend
to be less apathetic.

Dear Editor,

To allocate 65 % of the Black
(Afrikan) American Students activity fees, which we do pay, will not
effect any other organization on this
campus. The Black Student Union's
executive board and the general
body only wish to have the unique
opportunity to handle and promote
the interest of the B.5.U. The interest
of the (so called) minority groups
have been either forgotten about or

Dear Editor,
Being in this college for three
years I've seen everything and heard
everything. Last week, I attended a
meeting while another group was
having their meeting next door. During their meeting, I overheard them
condemning an organization to

totally neglected. So, therefore, the
need for the B.S.U., in particular,
and the other (so called) minority
groups in general to control their
finances partially, if not entirely, is
advantageous.
SEPERATISM!!!!! Having spent my
college career at this institution and
experiencing many situations, good
and bad. I have seen the acts of
seperatism and discrimination practiced . As a resident of this community for the past four years I can

say with convidence that the majority of these situations where not intiated by the Black (Afrikan)
American or any other (so called)
minority group. Therefore, the idea
of segregation and/or discrimination
will not nor was not given birth by
the idea of one organization controlling their funds.

Sincerely,
Kamau Ukawabutu
Active member of B.S.U.

make it a public and general statement for other people to " overhear."
I think its really sad when one
group criticizes another group and
which I belong. It was kind of hard . blames them for demonstrating
not to overhear them due to the
leadership abilities.
load manner in which they were
By the way it isn't my fault my
speaking. I was not the only one to
group is more active and less conhear their false accusations.
troversial than that other group on
If a group has a conflict with
campus and that is the reason why
another group, I think they should
we have STUDENT LEADERS.
address it to that group and not
Felix Ocejo

Glad to be back!!

Many thanks

ecutive Board. I also look forward
to working with my co ll eagues and
the funded groups, together we can
make th is a fantastic year for Student
Organization . Once again, I can 't
thank you enough for your support.
Sincerely,
Mark J. Goodman
Assistant Secretary
Student Organization Inc.

To the enemies of the Union, see
you on the 20th of October at the
Board of Trustee Meeting.
Vincent L. Stallings
Budget Director
Vice-President
Black Student Union

"Back Talk" ·

Look for upcoming elections in the
Independent, attend speeches made by candidates and vote for who you believe will
best ~epresent you.
Make use of a source that will help
simplify an already complicated matter. The
Freshman Center is there for you, take advantage of the many services they have, and
will offer.
The Independent congratulates those
who have been elected to the Freshman
Class .positions, and commends those
freshmen who voted.

Dear Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all who supported
me for the position of Assistant
Secretary of Student Organization.
I would also like to thank those individuals who worked with me during my campaign for this election.
I feel very proud to be a member of
Student Organization and the Ex-

I would be less than a fool to allow
some greedy and insensitive,
Machavellian type students direct
this organization into a path of '3rd
class orientation.

One will not effect the other

There's sti 11 ti me for those students who
are willing to take part in the many activities
at Kean. If you didn't vote this time, make
it your business to do so next time.

________________________

frontation, dehumanization and
racism .
These are undisputed facts
documented and ready for review
by any open-minded, objective persons. For those of you who are
disenchanted with our decision to
secure a decent budget and fiscal
control over our organization, that's
just to damn bad, and I don't
apologize.
As Vice-President and Budget
Director of the Black Student Union

1

Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to Student O rganization's article October
9 entitled "New Face at Kean :' It is
an Understatement to simply say I
am glad to be back . Returning to
one's Alma Mater, in the capacity
of an employee, is tru ly an honor.
I would like to take some time and
thank Student Organization for
selecting me as part of their
emp loyee staff. Since I was in your
position as an undergraduate, I
know the extreme difficulty you experience during an employee selection process.
Please be assured that as Director of Hotline/Student Affairs I will
do my best to enhance Student
Organization as well as the Kean
College Community. In brief, some
of my goals for the CommunicationHelp Center and other funded
groups are as follows:
Communication-Help Center
1. To keep the college and outside community abreast of Hotlines'
activities and commitment towards
"helping others."
2. To increase revenues through
various fundraising events.
3. To expand the selction of
volunteers to insure the progress,
stabil ity and continuing success of
Hotline.
4. To be available to students at
all times, in terms of direction and
guidance.
5. To maintain and further
enhance the cohesion between the
vol unteers and their leadership.
6. To uphold the unique
philosophy of Hotline - " Help
Others to .Help Themselves."
Student Affairs
1. To produce a firm understanding of the relationship between
Student Organization and it's funded groups.
2. The development of open
communication between Student
Organization . and the fu nd ed
groups.
.
3. To keep current on all school

decisions that affect Student Org.
4. To make sure Student Org. is
readily visible and viable to the Administration, funded groups, college
and outside community.
5. To work closely with all groups
on campus to assure nonduplication of services and at the
same time help these groups work
together on various functions.
6. To be there whenever a group,

needs me and do whatever must be
done in dealing with that specific
problem .
7. To offer Student Drg. and its
groups my knowledge, energy and ·
drive to better articulate the views
of Student Org. whenever called
upon to do so.
In closing, I ani looking forward
to working with Student Organization to insure the continued success
of our government.
Sincerely,
Cindy Marconi,
Director of Hotline/Student Affs.
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Keen
on Kean

By Manny Cantor

Disinformation from Washington: What's-new about that?
The Reagan Administrat;on's
disinformation campaign to
d.estabilize Qaddafi's Libyan
regime sure stirred up a hornet's
nest last week. Most Americans
would agree with Secretary of State
Sch ultz the day after the
Washington Post disclosure. He said
in an . interview, "Frankly, I don't
have any problems with a little
psycho logical warfare against Qad.dafi." There is no objection to
deceiving Qaddafi. But the outcry
was against something else deception of the media, and consequently of the American_-people.
The characterizations from
Associated Press, U.P.I., ABC and
NBC News, the N .Y. Times and
other major newspapers included
"outrage," "despicable;' "highly objectionable," "raised disturbing
questions of morality" and dozens
more in the same vein. The extraordinary storm of indignation from
these news executives was directed
at a policy of deliberately spreading
lies to achieve a specific foreign
policy objective.
My contention is that disinformation has been deliberately spread,
from the White House, from other
government agencies, from various
official "sources", via open

statements or by "leaks", for many,
ma ny years, by many administrations, both Republican and
Democratic. The present Reagan
Administration, however, has undisputed claim to the title of wo rst
offender. I con tend furthe r that the
media often have themselves been
willing partners in spreading lies to
deceive the American people. There
is a perfect example readily at hand
- the Nicaraguan story.
Disinformation On Nicaragua
Has Long Been The Policy
Let's start with the latest incident.
An American-built cargo plane
loaded with rifles, ammunition,
grenades and boots is show down
over Nicaragua near the border with
Costa Rica. Two Americans are killed. A third parachutes to the ground
and is captured. The military supplies were for the contras.
I · quote a paragraph from The
New York Times today (Wednesday,
Oct. 8): "Spokesmen for the Administration, the State Department,
the Cental Intelligence Agency and
the Department of Defense all emphatically denied that the flight was
in any way connected wi_th the
United States Government."
Secretary of State Shultz, on a U.S.
Information Agency broadcast last

night said that, "it was, for all we
know, a plane hired by private peop le, apparently some of them
America ns. They had no connection with the U.S. Government at
al l."
Now, the significant portions of
an A.P. dispatch appearing on page
58 of the Sunday Star Ledger of October 5:
WASHINGTON (AP)-Retired Maj .
Gen. John Sing l aub, a key
N icaraguan rebe l backer du ring a
congressional ban on official U.S.
support, says he regu larly informed
the CIA and the White House about
his activities and received
encouragement.
"I made a point of getting word
to the White House and to the
agency," Singlaub said in an interview scheduled for broadcast
tonight on CBS's "60 Minutes."
They saw what we were doing, and
from time to time, I would get a
'good job, Jack, appreciate what
you're doing'.
"It has been widely reported that
the White House used Singlaub and
other intermediaries to secretly
manage the support network and
thus circumvent congressional
restrictions.
,.In the ' 60 Minutes' interview,

1am delighted to announce that Music in London
will fly again in January, 1987. This trip, which will
take place from January 7th-22nd will include the
ioHowing:

Round trip flights via Pan American Airways
Al I transfers
Centrally located hotel with private bath
and full English breakfast
Tickets for three musical events
Orientation tours of the city
3 day trips outside of London
Farewell party
The ·cost of this trip is $1,060.00. Travellers not
registering for 3 college credits are required to pay
a $100:00 Continuing Education fee. Limited space
is available so .. . if you are interested, please fill out
the form below and return it with a deposit of $100.00
made payable to Kean College of New Jersey not
later than November 1st, 1986.
Professor Gol ub Is is in P.A. 112 or call 527-2651.
0

r-------------------------------------Name
Address
State

Zip

Phone

L---~----~-----------------------------J

Singlaub accepts a questioner's
characterization of him as 'Ronald
Reagan's secret weapon to sidestep'
Congress and and as someone who
is 'almost subverti ng the will of the
Congress up to now."
The pious den ial by the Admi nistration and other agencies of
"official" con nection with the U.S.
Government in no way changes the
fact that this was one of the devices
they helped create to circumvent the
wi l l of Congress and the American
people.
While it speaks with mixed
voices, the U.S. government claims
it is not preparing for direct military
involvement to overthrow the Sandinista government. Then why the
construction of large bases from
which to launch an invasion? Why
the war exercises in that immediate
area involvirig the very services and
units that would be part of an invasion? Why is the National Guard bei ng sent to Honduras for "training"?
Many other claims by the Administration about its policies in
Central American can be classified
as disinformation designed to hide
the truth from the American people.
Our policy is supposed to improve
human rights. The opposite is taking place, in country after country.
In Nicaragua the U.S. has created
and supplies the funds for a terrorist
army whose principle actions are attacks on civilians and civilian
targets. The Administration claims
to support the Contadora peace process. The truth is we've undermin-

edit agai n and again. A leaked National Security Counci l memo, soon
after Nicaragua offered to sign,
boasted we " successfully blocked"
the treaty. We claim our aims in
Nicaragua are to preserve people's
ri ghts and to uphold th e ru le of law.
But we flaun t ou r defiance of the
World Court's ruling that the contra war is an unjustified act of
aggression.
The President.refers to the contras
as "freedom fighters" and has compa red them with the 3,000
Americans w ho fought for tbe
Spanish republic; in the 1936-1939
civil war. Ronald Reagan was very
involved with social movements in
Hollywood at that time. Surely he
knew may have even made a contribution, to the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade. His monstrous distortion of
their glorious tradition to fit his evil
ends in Nicaragua is unforgivable,
certainly not just-disinformation but
an outright lie.
If the American peop le are as informed as they are on Centra I
America, and opposed to our moves
toward military involvement, no
thanks are due the Administration,
for sure, nor to the majority of the
press and other media. By now
many thousands of Americans have
gone to Nicaragua to see and learn
form themselves, through their churches, their human rights organizations, peace groups and others.
They comprise the most important
source for the truth about
Nicaragua.

Raising Kean
B y Stans i J. Farkas
Evening students account for a
substantial portion of Kean's total
enrollment. Some are full-ti me,
most commute. O thers are returning adults, alternating between dual
ro les of parent and student.
One of the better programs w hich
Kean Co llege offers is the experimental learn ing assessment for
adults w ho may apply rea l-life experience toward cred it. For example, a stu_
d ent who privately studied
a musical instrument may "test out
of" the .related cou rse, if the student
demonstrates proficiency in technique and necessary k nowledge of
music theory.
External courses accommodate
the long distance commuters. These
can be especially va luable to
seniors who plan to continue
education at the graduate level. Selfdlscipl i ne is developed thro ugh independent study. The student
peri_o dically meets with the instructor to examine progress and work
through obstacles. You are obligated
to learn the material at your own
pace, and can even research into additional areas of scholarly study.
Both examples discussed are at
the positive end of the spectrum.
Unfortunately, the evening student
may encounter difficulty in scheduling enough classes to maintain fulltime status, and graduate within his
or her lifetime.
Some evening classes, particularly
in the fine arts department, meet for
longer times, e.g. 5:00 to 8:45 p.m.,
an additional 1 hr. 15 mins. (50 %
more time), yet they are still only 3
credits.
Meteorology
and
Astronomy are 4 credits, so why are
art students discriminated against?
As it stands now, an evening art student wou ld have to attend school
four nights per week to be classified
as full time. Doubling up would be
impossible since classes wou ld
overlap. I propose that art classes be
either 4 or 4 ½ credits, in proportion
to the hours per week.
"9-to-5" people also have difficulty doubl ing up, because eveni ng
classes begin at 5:00 p.m. Taking

fo ur 7:40 classes means that
weekends are tied up wi th studying.
When is there time fo r laund ry,
cleaning, food shopping and sleep?
I suggest that classes run from 5:30
to 7:45 and 8:00 to 10:15. With the
5:30 starting time, students who
work du ring the day can take two
classes per night. In-class time is only decreased by 15 minutes, and few
eveni ng professors teach the full. 2 ½
hours anyway. Also, the ten minutes
between classes is unsufficient
when crossing campus for a second
'class. With the time changes, that
additional five minutes enables
students t o arrive breathing
normal ly.
Library hours are also insensitive
to the needs of evening students.
The library closes at 10 p.m. How
then can a student wi thdraw a book
before goi ng home? H ours should
be extended weekni ghts to 11 p.m.,
thus allowing time to consult the
card catalog, locate the book, and
sign it out. Another library problem
involves the photocopiers. Every
time I need to make a copy, it seems
they are either out of order, or out
of paper. There is obviously a problem with the servicing agreement.
Library workers do not have access
to paper supplies and cannot refill
the copiers themselves. If a student
needs to copy some material and
the machines are not working, the
student is out of luck. Plus there are
no machines on the second floor,
which makes it necess.iry to haul an
armful of books up or down the
stairs, only to find that all machines
are in use or not usable after all.
Evening students feel isolated
since most campus events are either
durihg the daytime or weeknights
during class. Most campus organizations have daytime meetings and ·
activities. It's time to acknowledge
the growing number of evening
students at Kean. It takes a lot of
courage for many of us "older fo lk"
to return to school after extended
absences. Thank goodness for the
evening office, otherwise evening
students wou ld be litera lly in the
dark.
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All new!·A genuine fake diploma mill opens in Cincinnati!
"We're definitely in a class by
ourselves. Even.Harvard can't com- .
CINCINNATI, OH (CPS)-Last pete;' he notes. "Take Bennington
year, it cost nearly $1,800 for U.S. (College), .which costs about
Congressman Claude Pepper, D-FI., $15,000 an hour. For what students
to get a mail-order doctorate.
spend for a few days there (for a
If he'd only waited a few months, bachelor's degree), they can come
Pepper who was trying to here and get their Ph .D."
dramatize the prevalence of
By sending their kids to Fergle, he
"diploma mills" for a fee - could adds, parents "can save enough
have become a doctor of Aztec money to buy that new house or
Cuisine or Yodeling for just $13, says that new car."
Christopher Wigert, the " Dean of
However, the campus is small,
Deans" at Fergle University in Wigert says - about the size of a
Cincinnati.
five by seven inch post office box "I got up early one morning and so don't expect a huge dorm room.
started thinking of strange univerIn the month or so that the
si ties and the catalogue business," "school " has existed, Wigert reports
Wigert explains .•" There's a gap in nearly 25 alumni association
between the Harvard University members, but says he hopes to incatalogue and Spiegel's.''
crease the number.
One need only send Wigert $13
"By 1990, we hope the associafor an official Fergle U. t-shirt and tion will get as big as the combina diploma - thus saving thousands ed populations of North Dakota,
of dollars in tuition and hundreds Wyoming and Alabama," Wigert
of hours of study time at a regular continues.
college.
Fergle's motto Disce Aut
"We're talking about $100,000 Moreme (Learn or Die) - makes
just for a B.A. - at some of the finer · Wigert cringe a little, but "where
institutions," he says. "Here at else can you get a great education
Fergle, you can skip all that and go and a shirt besides," he asks.
right for your Ph .D."
Although the idea behind Fergle
As for the low, low cost of an U. is strictly for laughs, consumers
education, Wigert says it can't be have in the past been taken in by
beat.
mail-order diploma mills, says

By Karen L. Ziebell

David Smith, director of the Society for Values in Higher Education.
"It's hard to believe someone offering a Ph.D. in Aztec Cuisine
could be taken seriously, but it has
happened," he says. " Consumers
can be misled by what fake credentials are going to do for them ."
"The word 'doctor' gets translated
into a resume or on a business card
and that person is known as 'Dr. Soand-So.' Then, doors are opened,"
he warns.
Earlier this year, the "open doors"
included those at the White House
and other' levels of government. FBI
figures show about 200 federal
employees hold phony academic or
medical degrees.
Despite a maximum penalty of
• $10,000 in fines and a five-year
prison sentence for claiming false
credentials, the FBI discovered nearly 500,000 Americans - one out of
every 200 employees - use them
for getting jobs.
To dramatize how easy it is to get
such "degrees;' Rep. Pepper last
year had one of his staff members
answer an ad in Popular Mechanics
magazine, pay the $1 ,800 fee, and
submit four brief book reports.
The congressman is now " Dr.
Pepper," holder of a Ph.D. in
psychology from a Los Angeles

" university."
"The danger of misuse outweighs
the humor of the situations," Smith
asserts. "Even if 99 percent (of the
people in the country) consider this
sort of thing as just a joke, if only
one percent cause some kind of

harm through misrepresentation, is
it not then unethical?"
"It should show us how thin the
line is between the humor (of a
situation) and the (serious business)
of education ," Smith concludes.

Newfunding for arlists
Are you a fine artist, musician,
dancer, writer or thespian with a
great idea that needs some money
to make it go? Does your group or
organization have an arts project
that needs funding to make it happen? Would you like a chance to
talk with other members of the arts
community to learn how they solved some of the problems facing
you?
If so, you want to attend the upcoming workshop on New Jersey
and Union County Arts Grants on
Wednesday, October 22, 1986 at
7:30 p.m. in the 1st Floor Conference Room of the Union County Government Annex, 300 North
Avenue, East, Westfield (near Drug
Fair; use rear entrance).
At this workshop, attendees will
gain information on New Jersey
State Council on the Arts

fellowships for individual artists,
New Jersey State Council on the
Arts organizational grants, and the
Union County Arts Grants Program
from officials of the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts and the Union
County Office of Cultural and
Heritage Affairs.
The workshop is free but
preregistration is required by Friday,
October 17, 1986. To attend, call the
Office of Cultural and Heritage Affairs, 201-233-7906.
This program is being sponsored
jointly by the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts/Department of
State and the Union County Office
of Cultural and Heritage Affairs,
Department of Parks and Recreation, and the Cultural and Heritage
Programs Advisory Board, Union
County
Board
of Chosen
Freeholders.

Annual Kean College
Russian .
Adventure Trip
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Russian Studies in Leningrad and Moscow
January 9-January 16, 1987 - 3 College Credits; $1,049.00
An eight day travel course to study the culture, habits, literature, art, and everyday life of one
of the most diversified people in the world - The Russians - where you will see for yourself
those turbulent events and catalytic forces that triggered off the "ten days that shook the world ."
The Cost - The $1,049 covers the entire trip and includes: round trip jet transportation on
a scheduled airline ... first class hotels in both cities ... bus transportation between all airports ... midn~ght train ride between Leningrad and Moscow ... two meals a day; breakfast
and dinner ... daily sightseeing on the Russian intourist buses. ... all taxes, tips, and service
charges.
.
All deposits should be made by December 1_. 1986. For more detailed information and application forms, please see Dr. Robert Fyne, Willis Hall, Roorn 305-B.
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Arts and Entertainment
Another legend staged at WIikins Theater
By Anna Marie Wild

Wilkins Theater has staged
numerous musical legends before
and after their prime. Beginning in
· 1966, these artists include the
Shirelles, Bruce Springsteen, Virgil
Fox (an organist), Cindy Lauper,
Isaac Syern (a violinist), Jerry Garcia, and the original Count Basie.
On October third the most affluent
contemporary jazz guitarist was
added to this list. Mr. Stanley Jordan
played two spectacular sets on Friday night.
Only three short years ago Mr. Jordan could be found playing in the
streets of New York City. In '85 he
sold out the recital hal I at Carnegie,
seating 268. The saga began when
he tuned his guitar in fourths to
simplify the fret board. From this
evolved a two-handed tapping
technique exhibiting complete
command of his instrument, a Travis

Bean guitar. Stanley Jordan's " Magic
Touch" album has amazed jazz
population abound . Playing two
complex, independent parts by
hammering and making use of
vibrations from the fret, Stanley
plays compositions that at one time
only keyboard instruments could.
Originally from Palo Alto, California, Stanley Jordan commands an
abundance of voices and textures,
reaching a potential never near pursued. To top it all off, feeling within
his performance is never undermined for the sake of prime mechanics.
The man is truly a master.
Due to a major lack of publicity,
stormy weather and the holiday, attendance to the shows left much to
be desired. When asked how the
crowd at Carnegie compared to the
select few here at Wilkins, Stanley
Jordan claimed it all to be the same.
No matter where he is or what
number he's playing for, his "all"

goes into the creating at that moment. This was perfectly demonstrated when he rolled off arrangements including "Eleanor
-------------

Music news
DAVID LEE ROTH, the reigning
clownof rock and roll , celebrated a
birthday this past Friday with a
screaming full house at New Jersey's
own Meadowlands. The outspoken
Mr. Roth paraded through an
energetic yet highly arrogant performance which, unfortunately, overshadowed the outstanding musical
effort put forth by backing bandmates STEVE VAL, BILLY SHEEHAN,
and GARY BISSONETTE. Added
just for the show was a keyboard
player whose name was not audible over the screaming audience.

Rigby" (McCartney), "Autumn
Leaves" Oohnny Mercer), "Georgia
On My Mind" (Irving Berlin), "A
Child is Born" (Thad Jones) and his
own compositions "All the Children" and " Fundance". Many of
these selections can be found on
Stanley's "Magic Touch" album, a
supreme work of art.
In nature, the highest event is the
soul communicating truth, accor- ·

ding to Ralph Waldo Emerson in his
essay "the OverSoul ". Emerson
claims we should live for the now
hour, be content with all settings
and willing to render any services
possible. Stanley Jordan's a prime
example of this characterization,
making his soul appear through his
actions plain and true. I have pity ·
for the many who left this legend
slip by.

The show was highlighted with a
birthday celebration during California Girls which included dancing
girls in bikinis, smearing birthday
cake in DAVE'S face while his bandmates and road crew douced him
with champagne. The show consisted of 9 DAVID LEE ROTH songs
and, surprisingly, 8 classic VAN
HALEN tunes including Ice Cream

Man . . . RICHARD NEER and
MARK McCUEN, those two wacky
D.j.'s who perform 'the Breakfast
Club Show on W.N.E.W. F.M., have
been released from their posts.
Word has it they were replaced
because of a fall in the morning
ratings while HOWARD STERN
continued
his early
hour
dominance.

T.V. - ''My sister Sam''
By Sharon McBride

Obliging to Patti's request, Sam tries
You have known her as Mindy, co- to see past the chains and spikes
star to Mork from Ork. Now Pam and reluctantly talks to Brandon.
Dawber has graduated to the starr- The rest is predictable. Big sis likes
"ing role in CBS's Monday night sit- the real Brandon and gives Patti her
com, "My Sister Sam", which blessing. Hence, the "don't judge a
premiered Monday, October 6th, at book by its cover" moral of the story
8:30 p.m . Dawber portrays Saman- (yawn). In turn, Brandon invites Sam
tha
Russell ,
a
freelance to see his band and sends away for
photographer in San Francisco. Her an L.L. Beane catalog. Trouble sets
co-workers include her money- in on the homefront. To win over
Brandon, Patti takes on the identity
hungry agent J.D. 0oel Brooks) and
her witty, life-experienced assistant of her sibling, which is the second
Dixie (Jenny O'Hara) . David highlight of the show. She enters
ready for school in the high-necked
Naughton from "An American
Werewolf in London " is Jack, silk blouse and dress slacks
Samantha's apartment building donned by Sam the night before.
Schaeffer's real talent injected more
neighbor.
There are many characteristics laughs into an already humorous
situation. Patti duplicates Sam's
pre sent in Samantha Russell
mannerism to a tee and finales with
reminiscent of Dawber's first TY.
role. Much like Mindy, Sam is the a brisk, business-like strut to the
uptight, super-organized career door. To end the crush, Sam has an
"I'll set him straight" chat with
woman. Dress her in black spandex
pants and a "Motley Crue" sweat- Brandon. In one minute she breaks
his heart and manages to say
shirt, and she will still come across
something funny. "Don't cry. You'll
preppy. And just as Mindy played
rust your glove:' At five to nine the
"Mother Hen" to Mork, so does
Sam play responsible parent to her jealous tension ceases between the
little sister Patti. However, there is sisters and Brandon and Patti remain
one major difference between these friends.
After a word from the sponsor, the
two shows. Robin Williams was a
dynamic actor born to take the lead; preview for the October 13th show
rolls. Oh no, now Patti is going to
Pam Dawber is not. The camera
have a party to win over some new
presence is not there and, frankly,
friends. And who will have a party
I find her boring.
Actress Rebecca Schaeffer is the the week after? The writers are half
the problem with this show. I think
person who had my attention for the
I'll mail my solution to the network:
entire twenty minutes (the other ten
was commercials). She is sixteen- give Robin Willians top billing and
have Stephen Spielberg work on a
year-old Patti Russell and the real
few scripts. Then, just maybe, the
star of the show. Schaeffer is the
comedy element in strong contrast show won't get cancelled.
to the straight-man style of Dawber.
Her dress is "funky;' ranging from
psychedelic flowered jeans to
Now that the school year is in full
1950's style dresses. But don't picOctober gear, entertainment at Kean
ture a bag lady. Patti does not come
is following suit. The Wilkins
across as the recipient of the SalvaTheatre concernt season is undertion Army clothing drive. The girl
way with the first performance of
has style. I also found Patti to be an
the Garden State Chamber Oralmost real person. "An almost real
chestra on Sunday, October 19th, at
person on TY.?" you ask. Yes, once
3:00 p.m . Ticket prices are $12 .00
in a while you do find one. She is
for the general public, $10.80 for
a typical high school sophomore
senior citizens (2 per ID), and $6.00
who storms to her room at least
for Kean students, faculty, staff, and
once a day. Patti wants acceptance,
alumni (2 per ID).
popularity, and the cutest guy in
For dance fans, the New Jersey
school. But the reality element ends
Ballet Company has returned for the
here when you see just who she
. '86!87 season with a performance
likes.
on Saturday, October 18th at 8:00
In the first episode, Sam throws a
p.m. Ticket prices are $11.00 for the
party for some important advertispublic, $6.00 for alumni and senior
ing clients and permits Patti to have
citizens (2 per ID), and $4.00 for
one guest. To Sam's disapproval, Patstudents.
ti invites the object of her affection.
His name is Brandon, the most
Both the New Jersey Ballet Comsought-after punk rocker in school,
pany and the Garden · State
Chamber Orchestra are now in
complete with spiked hair, stock in
residence at Kean College and will
black leather, and a metal glove. His
be performing throughout the
entrance during the stuffy affair is
· the first highlight of the program.
school year.

Song and dance

Starts Friday
at a theatre near you
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The Epic of.Epigrams----By Sharon Haussman
Dr. Edwin Thomason, Professor of
English at Kean College, has recently had a book of his poetry
published.
Dr. Thomason, who tea·ches
primarily poetry and linguistics
courses, has been a member of the
Kean faculty since 1953. The Spartanburg, South Carolina native has
lived most of his adult life in New
Jersey and has also taught at
Fairleigh Dickinson University,
Stevens Institute of Technology and
Columbia University..
Dr. Thomason's book, An Epic of
Epigrams, is dedicated to his late
wife Lillian, who was an opera
singer. Profits from the sale of the
book will go into a scholarship fund
that he has established in her
.,, memory.
[
An Epic of Epigrams is a collec; tion of short, witty poems on con:i, temporary subjects ranging from the
.

nature of urban life to questions of
medical ethics to rock music. Dr.
Thomason describes the poes as
reflecting "the sensibility of the last
half of the Twentieth Century." The
poems in the collection are drawn
from different periods of Dr.
Thomason's life. About half the
poems were written in the last three
years, and other poems date from
as far back as the 1950's. In this
respect, Dr. Thomason calls his
book "a gathering together of orphans that have been published one
place or another and ought to have
a home."
Although this is Dr. Thomason's
first book, he has had over 150
poems and translations published in
periodicals - both in America and
abroad . (He is particularly wellqualified for his work as a translator,
having studied fourteen languages.)
Writing poetry is an integral part of
Dr. Thomason's life. " I write every
day;' he says. "There's never an exception, even if it's just a phrase."

As for the future and the possibility
of another book, he optimistically
says, "I 've been writing all my life
and I haven't run dry yet."
.
In addition to being a poet, Dr.
Thomason is also a composer and
a painter. He has published some
of his music and has had several exhibitions of his paintings. One of his
paintings is owned by the famed
evangelist Billy Graham. On top of
his own accomplishments, Dr.
Thomason can also take pride in the
accomplishments of his students.
He gains much satisfaction from the
fact that three of his former students
have gone on to publish books of
poetry and a fourth is in the process
of doing so. "If I'm ever going to be
famous;' he says, "it will be through
my good students."
An Epic of Epigrams is published by Hollym International Corp. of
Elizabeth . Copies of the book are
available at the campus bookstore
or directly from Dr. Thomason.
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Dr. Edwin Thompson, looking through his book, An Epic of Epigrams

Theatre at Kean
By Leah Valley
Hey Guys and Gals! Has everyone
been enjoying their first months of
school here at Kean College? I know
I have been h,aving fun , despite the
comments from. qpperclassmen and
parents who cl~ftn, as if they are fortune tellers, that we Freshmen will
hate our first year of college. I really don't think that is the case. But
then again, it's all what you students
put into your education and free
time here at College that will determine your feelings about school.
There may be some of you out there

who aren't really aware and
therefore not receiving the benefits
that college can offer.
For instance, try this for starters.
Has anyone out there ever imagined him/herself acting out any
character that envisioned to be, on
stage? Or maybe you think you're
a comedian and constantly cause
the crowd you're in to be in stitches
everytime you open your mouth.
Finally, for you people who think
you have vocal talent, whether your
singing your favorite tune alone in
the shower (or you think you're
alone, but your whole family is
kneeling outside the door smiling
with praise), or if you've ever dreamed of sending tears through an au, dience with a tear jerker song, there
is hope for you! Wait - if you tend
to shy away from being on stage,
there is always ·fun ... behind the
stage! No, I know what's on your
mind, not that kind of fun! I'm talking about the absolute thrill of
building, painting, .molding and forming sets for the acts to associate
and form themselves a new home
w ith on stage. And, I can't find a
better way for you to showcase your
talent than to perform before an audience. I know there are plenty of
artists and people with that creative
streak who, with a push of confidence, would love for everyone to
see their work. So, start motivating
yourself now! Wait, don't put down
the article yet. I'm not through with
you for the moment. Give me at
least one of your sleepy eyes, for I've
got one more selling technique. I
know some of you out there dig
make-up and it's up-t<Xlate shades,
am I not correct? Well, both girls
and guys can enjoy the thrill of making up anyone of the performes
before they go on stage. Of course
you wi II need some experience and
instruction beforehand, but doesn' t .
that sound like a rewarding
challenge?
It sure does, and anyone who
thinks that this article may pertain
to them, will want to know more

about the inside theatre scoop at
Kean College.
For starters, our first production is
" Dames At Sea' ; a musical comedy
set in New York City in the early
1930's.
The Director i_s Holly Rhoades
and the cast is as follows:
1. Mona Kent - Deanna Britton
2. Joan - Kathy Monahan
3. Hennessey - Phil Duffy
4. Ruby - Irina Borodin
5. Dick - Michael Dooley
&. Lucky -

Rick Fernandez

Chorus: Loralyn Allen, Lynn Lorfing, Gippsy Moro, Angela Scalzo,
Danita Wilson, Mellody Wallace,
Nicole Fech, and Sally Green.
The performances will be in the
Wilkins Theatre on November 14, '
at 8:00 p.m.; November 16 at 3:00
p.m.; November 20-22· at 8:00 p.m .
and November 23 at 3:00 p.m.
Recognize
any
of
your
classmates? If you would like to
work backstage or be involved in
another way, please contact anyone
at the Speech-Theatre Media Office
in Vaughn-Eames Bldg, 4th floor.
If you feel that you can't be a part
of Dames At Sea, you still can try
your hand by auditioning for Kean's
~econd Lunchtime Theatre production . Please keep your eye out for
upcoming information. Thanks for
your attention and I hope after
reading this, you'll get involved.

LaBamba
By Bill Long

Every summer, thousands of
young New Jersians make the stupid
mistake of going in on a shore
house with friends. Unfortunately,
I was one of those misguided nuts
who thought the summer would go
along without a hitch.
· That was 2 years ago, and
needless to say, that summer was a
disaster. But when I look back I see
a few bright spots in the darkness.
Sundays at Bar Anticipation in
Belmar is one of them. That's when
a gorup of my friends and myself
would go to see LaBamba & The

Hubcaps perform.
LaBamba as they are now known
(Hubcaps has been dropped from
the name), is the kind of band that
wakes up an a.udience. Their music
is Rock 'n Roll - Rhythm and Blues.
The horn section ranges from 3 men
to a 14-piece orchestra at times, and
they are one of New Jersey's best.
Ritchie Rosenberg (A.K.A. LaBamba, a nickname given to him by the
boss) is the ringleader, singer and
trombone player. Having played
with Southside Johnny for years, he
departed to start what he hopes will
someday become a national act.
Recently, I spoke with Gene Boccia, the bands bass player, who also
played with Southside. According to
him the band is tighter than ever
and things are about to start moving for the band.
The band is constantly gigging up

LaBamba & Vikron -

and down the Atlantic coast, rarely
getting 2 days off a week. This constant exposure may play a big part
in record sales, once their long
awaited, " not yet recorded but in
the works"' album comes out.
Often, at least once a month, the
band plays a big show, such as the
Christmas Show at the Capitol
Theatre, The Morning Show on
WNEW-FM and playing with the
Kinks in the Byrne Arena. Special
guests often appear with them such
as Bruce Springsteen, Brian Setzer
(Stray Cats), Paul Schaeffer (Honey
Drippers and The David Letterman
Show) .
If you have the opportunity to see
these guys - go! Bring your friends
and make a night of it, you will h.n,e
a great time. I guarantee it, so does
the band.
Here are some upcoming dates:
Oct. 18 - The Stone Pony, Asbury
. Park; Oct. 24 South Street
Seaport, N.Y.C.; Oct. 25 - Bar Anticipation, South Belmar; Dec. 13 Polish American Hall, Bayonne.

Vikron
By Michele De/Serdo
What do you get when you put
Bri G. Reskow, Vic Le Car, Joey
Di\nduono, and Jorge Rodriguez
together in one room with instruments? Vikron, a hard rock band
from the Northern Jersey area. Doin·g all original tunes, except for one
remake of the HolliP.s, "The Long
Cool Woman In A Black Dress,"

A taste of-New Orleans
By Stan.si }. Farkas
Every Monday night, Woody
Allen plays clarinet at a restaurant
in New York City, Michael's Pub, at
211 East 55th St. He has been doing this for the past thirteen years.
I decided to go there myself, since
this place has a worldwide
. reputation .
Much of the clientele hailed from
Germany and France, visiting New
York as a result of Woody's loving
film tributes to the Big Apple. The
anxious crowd was restless waiting
to be seated. There are only three
sets, 7:30, 10:30, and 11:30. The first
set is restricted to dinner reservations, and you may only occupy a
table for one set.
I ordered my drink from the bar,
nearly having a coronary when the
bartender announced the whopping $6.50 price. (Even Sardi's isn't
that expensive!) I got friendly with
two delightful ladies from Paris, and
they invited me to join them at their
table. They were in town to see

Woody Allen and ltzhak Perlman,
two artistic iconoclasts.
The maitre d'hotl was friendly.
We were seated at a front table near
the band. Table cards stated that no
cameras or phtographic equipment
were permitted, and the minimum
after 9:00 was $12.95 per person.
This was a reasonable cost for two
drinks plus a thirty minute set.
The green and white decor was
casual, as was Woody Allen . He
wore a greyish-blue corduroy jacket
and pants. Behind the band hung a
picture of a Unicorn, itself a symbol of uncompromising uniqueness.
The seven piece ensemble consisted of clarinet, banjo, trombone,
trumpet, tuba, drums, and piano. It
was interesting that the trumpet
player used a wine glass as an unconventional mute.
Smiling shyly, Woody led the
band through the set. They began
with a melancholy interpretation of
"Rock of Ages" and then switched
to their famous New Orleans style

dixieland jazz.' One particular song
was in a minor key, a rhythmic and
chromatic blues, and Woody's intense concentration during a solo
was inspirational. They ended with
an upbeat boppin' tune, and the
crowd enthusiastically'applauded.
Woody grinned boyishly, but surprisingly, the band was never introduced, and there was no banter
with the audience. He quietly walked over to his table and remained
there until the next set. A few fans
requested his autograph, and he
graciously obliged, always remaining polite and professional.
Michael's Pub is a quiet, comfortable place to go in the city, and if
you feel like splurging, it's well
worth the price to enjoy good impr0visational jazz. And of course it's
a thrill to see the "woodman"
himself. He rarely misses a Monday
night, in fact he has skipped the
Academy .Awards on occasion, opting for M ichael's Pub instead.
Maybe next time I'll try the food, if
I feel rich .

these rockers are going places.
I sat in on one of their practices
and later talked with the band about
their stage show. With regards to
their music, they have been influenced by Ritchie Blackmore,
Geddy Lee, and Dan Gillian. Their
music is fast, rhythmic and lyrically bound together to form a set of
songs guaranteed to blow any
rocker away.
Stagewise, these guys do not
prepare to get on stage and pull off
a flawless show (what rock band
does), as they know things can go
wrong. Vikron feels they can handle what comes their way. Vocalist
Bri elaborates, "We prepare for the
worst. I am a climber and like to
move around on stage, so while at
one performance at the showplace
in Dover, I was running around
climbing on the stage props and accidentally lost my footing. I fell to
the ground luckily on my feet:' With
all the things that could possibly go
wrong up there while playing, then
why do they do it? "There is a certain thrill to getting up there and
entertaining people," Bri commented. That is why Vikron does it!
But what or who is a Vikron? Vic
explains, 'i\ Vikron is an angel who
engages in battle." That character
stuck _with him and after playing
with various other bands, he founded his own band naming it after a
battling angel. Not only is Vic
founder of the band, but he also
puts the music to the reality based
lyrics of Bri.
When watching them practice
there was one certain quality about
each of them that stood out. Vic, on
guitar had me wide-eyed. he has
taken no previous lessons and learned by playing and strengthening his
instinctive musical ability to play.
Bassist Joey strums on his instrument like none other that I have ever
seen before, making it easy to watch
him for long periods of time. Jorge,
on drums, is definitely someone to
see and hear. His simplistic style of
drumming makes it very easy to sit
and watch him, also. Finally, the
vocals of singer Bri pulls the whole
package together to reveal a sound
of a fresh , new band that rockers all
over should be hearing soon .
These four are dedicated to their
music and are " willing to make
sacrifices now, anticipating the
rewards that will come later," comments Joey.
I cannot encourage you enough
to go and see them while they are
playing the club circuit. Vikron can
be seen at Billy O's in Staten Island,
Sunday. Octobe·r 12, and Wednesday, October 15, at The Raritan
Manor as well as being heard on
our own Kean College radio station
90.3 FM on Wednesdays between
4:00 and 6:00 p.m.
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Announcements
National College
Internship Service
The National College Internship Service, NCIS, of New
York assists undergraduate
- and graduate students to obtain individually designed internships in their major fields
during Summer 1987 and December/January Intersession
1986-1987. Placements are
available in New York City,
~ong Island and Westchester.
Early application is essential.
Write or call: National College
Internship Service, 374 New
York Avenue, Huntington, New
York 11743, (516) 673-0440. On
campus information is available through the Career and
Internship Placement offices.

AA Meeting
Alcoholic's Anonymous is
having a closed meeting on
Tuesday from 1:40 to 3:00 p.m.
Call Hot Line for· location at
289-9100 or 527-2360.

Attention!
All Marketing
and Business Majors

Attention

Renata Club
Meeting

Criminal Justice Club
Meeting

Gay People!

There will be a meeting of
On Thursday, October 16
the
Criminal Justice Club on
the
Renata
Club
will
meet
in
Gay People at Kean invite
you and your guests to a fun- the Browsing Room of the Tuesday, October 21 in Rm .
filled evening - an alternative Bookstore for their first W-313 at College Hour (1:40) .
to the bar scene we're all tired meeting of the year. Professor All members are urged to atof. It's Friday, October 17, at Roberta Feehan of the Depart- tend . Any new members are
8:00 p.m. in the Browsing ment of Health , Recreation , welcome. Officers will be
Room. $3.00 each. For more and Physical Education will selected at this meeting; in adinformation, call 467-8451 and speak on the techniques used dition to future club plans for
to break " desk bound habits", this year.
ask for Mike.
encourage ·
relaxation 1----------1-----------~
response
in
the
body,
and senAttention Ladies
Tuesday Is Sundae
sible food choices to maximize
Rho Sigma Chi Sorority anWith Omega!
Parents & Friends Of
wellness. Professor Feehan nounces its Gangster Tea on
Come and join Omega
will ask those attending to par- October 21 . Our hideout is
Lesbians & Gays
Sigma Psi Sorority at their 2nd
ticipate in stress relieving ex- located in Townsend , Room
Meetings
Planned
open tea. Put together some
Our meetings are on these- ercises. Members and guests 210. We start shootin' up the
great sundaes and have a
cond Sunday of each month at are welcome. The meeting will joint at 8 p.m. All welcome GREAT time with Omega! !
the Munn Avenue Presbyter- begin at 12:00 noon, and Dress to kill!!! P.S. The
Date:
ian Church , 7 South Munn refreshments will be served . password is PEX!
Tuesday, Oct. 21 , 1986¼
Avenue
at Freeway Drive, East
Time :
Orange.
We meet from 2:30
8 P.M.
p.m
.
to
4:30
p.m. in a relaxed
Planned Parenthood Expands Services
Place:
and
cordial
atmosphere.
There
Planned
Parenthood of Union County Area is pleased to announce
Down's Hall- Dining Room Ill
it has expanded its services, as of October 1st , to include confidential
Don't forget - bring a are no dues or fe~s.
low cost pregnancy testing to all the women in the Unic,n County area
friend .
1--------------1 regardless
of age.
The Kean College Chapter
of
the
AMA-American
Marketing Association will hold
a membership meeting on
Tuesday, October 21 , 1986, in
Willis 300 during the College
Hour (1 :40 P.M.-2:55 P.M.) All
are welcome. Hope to see you
there.

SPRING/1987
SEMESTER
ADVANCE REGISTRATION
October 2\ - 3\. \986
Course Bulletins Will Be
Distributed In=
~ @W ~ IBla£JlffiJH

MON-FRH8=30AM-4=30PMl
OCTOBER 16.17,20.21.22,23,
24.27.28,29,30,31

~~™

MON-THURl8=30AM-8=00PMl
SATl8=30AM-11=30AMl

OCTOBER 16.18,20,21.22,23,
25,27 ,28,29,30

Reception for
Dr. Edwin Thomason
Tuesday, Oct. 28
1~45-2:45 p.m.
The English Department
and the English Club cordially invite you to a reception in
honor of Dr. Edwin Thomason
to celebrate the publication of
An Epic on Epigrams. It will
take place on Tuesday, October 28, 1:45-2:45 p.m. in
Willis 2018. R.S.V.P. to Dr. John
Bauer (W-305H) at 527-2059 or

2093 by October 24.

Attention Students!!
There is going to be a
special night here at Kean College. On October 21, 1986, will
be a variety of events right
here in the student center
cafeteria. Starting at 7 p.m.,
we will be having the Calvary
Tabernacle Choir sing, an
Outreach Band (rock music
style), the Rutgers Drama
Troop, AND to top off the evening, a nationally known, nationwide evangelist. It will be
followed by a time where YOU
have a period to ask him
questions.
Questions abortion,
freewill, creationism vs. evolution, peace, war, God, etc.
There will be refreshments
available. BEST of all - it's
FREE of charge. All are
welcome, so we will be looking
forward to seeing you there.
This will not be a church-like
setting, but rather a fun and
uplifting time, so see yc.u
there!!! For more information
please feel free to call Rich at
354-8014 or Karen at 354-8744.
This is sponsored by Kean
College Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship.

A nominal fee will be charged at the time of the test for wh ich an ap- pointment is not needed . You may drop in for your pregnancy test during the following hours: Monday, Tuesday and Thursday 1:00-3:30 p.m.,
Wednesday 9:30 a.m.-12:00 Noon and Friday 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. This
service will only be available at the Plainfield Clinic, 203 Park Avenue.
Planned Parenthood's bilingual staff is available Monday-Friday to perform the tests and answer any questions you may have. If you wish further information, call Planned Parenthood at 756-3736.
Planned Parenthood is a non-profit reproductive health care agency
serving Un ion County and parts of Middlesex and Somerset Counties
providing confidential contraceptive services to women of all ages.

SENIORS
November 14. 1986
~-Is The Date!
Seniors, anticipating graduation in June
1987 must file an application for graduation before November 14, 1986. This will
assure seniors of a graduation evaluation
prior to the Add/drop period of registration
of their final semester. Applications &re
available in the Registrar's Office (Administration Buildin,g-1st floor).

CCB Presents
Jorma·
Solo Acoustic
Thursday
October 23
Little Theatre
Students s5oo
Public sgoo

The Second City
National Touring
Company
The Comedy
Stars of Tomorrow
Little Theatre
College Center
Tuesday, Nov. 11, 1986
8:00-10:00 p.m.
On Sale Soon

Free Smoking
Cessation Group
Offered By The
Counseling Center
Bookstore Building 126
Mondays

-Auditions
For
Kean Players On Tour

Starts Monday, November
3rd (for 5 weeks) . Proven
techniques, please call and
sign up - 527-2083, if the time
or day is a problem let us know
that too; we may have a second day.

A 3 credit Spring semester course performing
''Androcles and the Lion'' on October 14th at 1:40
in VE 118. We need 15-20 actors and technicians.
For more information contact the STM Office VE
410.
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Classifieds
Student Employment. Jobs are
available on campus for students
with clerical and typing skills.
Students must have filed a
1986-87 N.J. Financial Aid Form
and be eligible for College Work
Study funds. If you are interested,
please make an appointment to
see Toni Pufahl at the Financial
Aid Office.
For Sale. Is it true you can buy
jeeps for $44. through the U.S.
government? Get the facts today!
Call 1-312-742-1142: ext. 6051

Attention Thrashe rs: N .J.
releases a new thrash metal/hardcore fanzin e called "Thrashing
Rage." Order your copy today.
Please send $2. to Mike Frey, 133
Oak St., Bridgewater, N.J. 08807.
Orders processed same day.

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

•111•

800 351 0222
inC;lif.1213);;7-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Aaalatance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Your U.S. Senator Congressman says
that you cannot take this sand from
this beach (Sandy Hook), so you
must go to Long Branch. Famous

-------------- State Police Lines
Female Japanese student
desires transportation. From
Clark area, 5 days or less a week,
from 9:25 a.m.-1:30 p.m. classes,
willing to pay reasonable fare.
Please contact sponsor - Frank
Decker at 382-4341 (home) or
862-0030 (business).

RISIARCH PAPERS
I
1--------~
16,278 to choose from-all subjects

Independent Personals

Student Counc·11
Meet1"ng Dates
October 24

Happy 19th Birtdhay Rod! You are:

Dag, Lester- Where are the
children of hell? In Kean College.

11

Browsing Room
November ?
3:00 P.M .

Ask her to take a milk bath so you
can dip your Oreo's in!Love, Kisses,

So yes the seltza.

& Huggies, Your Favorite Pal, Terri

To RRG, Yum yum, Happy, Happy,

To The Girl With Black Lipstick,

Happy, Apple, Apple, Apple, Eye,

You turn me on! I want you! Let's get
together - soon! Waiting With A

To MS, I can only see smiles for

Jason, We've made it so far through

Wanda

both of us in the future. Love

so much - forever is easy. I do, too,
because I love you! Always &

Always, KM D

Forever, Diane
To John and Lester, Let's get the bill

right this time. Let's also have an
icebreaker. Ripped-off Brothers
H iiiiiiiiiiii Ei leen

Long Live Aunt's and Uncle's (It's

Relative)

Oh no, Aunt Bridgets off her
ROCKER again. The Guys
What's an Egghead? What Mrs.

W h en: Monday-October 20, 1986 Monday-October 27, 1986

Pinnochio.

A-D
E-H
I-L
M-P
Q-U
V-Z

8- 9 A.M .
9-10 A.M.
10-11 A.M.
11-12 P.M.
12- 1 P.M.
1- 2 P.M.

V-Z
Q-U
M-P
I-L
E-H
A-D

Please try to come during your assigned time. If you cannot
meet this schedule, Muffin Lord will be available in the Academic
Advisement Center for advising during the rest of Advance
Registration, Tueday 10/21/86 through Friday 10/31/86.
The DEADLINE for Advance Registration is Friday, October 31 ,
1986 at 4:30 P.M.

Board of Trustees
Meeting
Downs Hall
5:00 P.M.
Monday, Oct. 20th
Everyone Welcome.
Has the cost of a higher education gotten the best of yo·u?
We're not surprised, with school costs rising 8% to 9?/o per year.
Federal and State aid cut backs ... ,
Academic Subsidies Research Group has academia's financial answer! With access to the larget computer bank of it's kind
containing private sources of college financial aid totaling over
4 billion dollars, ASRG guarantee's to match your individual interests, background and qualifications with over 400,000 grants,
scholarships and financial aid awards from private sources such
as foundations, trusts, corporations, professional and business
groups, religious and fraternal organizations. These awards require no pay back and are renewable!
SO DON'T DELAY! The time is NOW . .. Call or write for Free
information.
Academic Subsidies
Research Group
"Academia's Financial Answer"
Suite 1430, P.O. Box 703
Belle Mead, N.J. 08502-201-874-3294

your wishes and wildest fantasies
come true! Hoping some blonde,
blue-eyed God enters your apartment with leather underwear (zipper optional), rubber boots, feather
duster, and a leather mask and completely have his way with you filling your every sexual need . Love
Your Birthday Bud, Rod

Wyatt

Humpty Dumpty gives Mr. Humpty Dumpty.
No

ru n ni n g

in

the

ha ll ways,

Oh very nice, we must ach ieve
bondage together sometimes. The
Guys

To Uncle Brundlefly, Better get rid

Blonde-haired, blue-eyed, God,
looking for 19-year-old birthday girl
to fill some hot & juicy fantasies.
Very flexible, can provide any
fantasy.
Attention : All Orange People, We
need your support for our cause, the
OSU (Orange Student Union).
Please con tact: Sun R Kist, Orlando, Fla.
Ms. Getaway: Stick to those pro-

mises and keep taking things with
a " Grain of Salt." Remember - I
have the last say. I'm waiting- take
one guess. P.S. Thanks

of that maggot.
Kathy, "Contactless", good luck in

Sophy, I loved helping you computers. I would be so happy if you
would help me with dinner. Old

Ra, Don't let the goonies get you
down. You ' re doing simply Mavelous! Love, A Friend That Cares

Terry, Hapi:,y 19th Birthday!! May all

Give me the keys, Lisa. Gary and

If you are an INTENDED or DECLARED PHYSICAL THERAPY
MAJOR, advising and permits to register will be available as
follows:
Where : C-110 Biology Conference Room
8- 9 A.M.
9-10 A.M.
10-11 A.M .
11-12 A.M.
12- 1 P.M.
1- 2 P.M.

the Ho)o's reservations. The maid
service leaves a little to be desired,
but the roommates are great.
XOXOXO - The Bag Lady

Rise, B.P.

4: 00 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

Dear L, Shalome, glad we met.
Hope we can always stay good
friends. Remember, I'm always here
for you. Love, Doc

NET, I really appreciate all of the
support and donations for :' Hand s
Across Kean." I knew I could count
on you. My thanks to everyone.

Eye, LOVE, LOVE, FROM, FROM
MMD P.S. I didn't tell you this time.

Oh Hadley, You are soo beautiful.

Alumni Lounge

Simon, What makes you think
everyone wants your phone
number? Sozio

C.M.M., Thanks for taking care of

Felix

Alumni Lounge
November 21
Alumni Lounge
Dec. 5 and 19

the ultimate in female desire, hope
you find that girl who will ignite
your fire!

Where's the bitchin' tubes Rob,

3:00 P.M .

The Legendary
Dr. Dirty''
John Valbr
Little Theatre
College Center
Thurs., Nov. 20, 1986
8:00 P.M.
On Sale Soon

Danielle, H appy Birthday Cutie!!

Just in time for a dual celebration.
Thanks for the many smiles, sweety. I Love Ya, Ponch

PT. I know you 'll do fine. Remember
- Thur. nights are always open .
Love, Babs

R., So who will it be this week? R.
Ruth, Do we have to be in class on
time? RSVP

Why a table for only 7, I don't
understand????

To The .Cast of DAMES AT SEA:
"Those tapping toes are going to
take you a long way." From Boob,
Tush, Tommy and Gip

To Joa nie Honey, So, I like
tomatoes, but what about the
whoopee
in
Baltimore?
Lucky-woo,woo!
Hey Dick, Were they really
beautiful, luscious, lovely dames c'mon I want to know. Your Pa\

Renee Buda, Like, ca n you get any
phonier? Hang it up PLEASE! Someone Whose NOT Concerned
Denise on the 6th Floor of Rodgers,

Time to wake up out of YOUR
dream. Concerned
Margo, Better days are coming.
Guess Who?

Man
Sisters of Omega Sigma Psi, ConTo The D In The B D: If you are real,
" Hi ". Signed DJ C

What's this, I don't know.

gratulations on homecoming. What
a way to start the year off. Have a
great semester. Don't forget the
alumni. Love & Sisterhood Always,
Barba ra

Sigma M u Kappa, Let's have another
party, get drunk, go to 7-11 and buy
potato chips, chocolate chip
cookies, and other goodies. Phi
Zeta Omicron

· NY-UMP! The whip creme a la
nose was wonderful! We must do it
again! Ruthie
Lori, Don't woory! P.M .G.S. is not

here forever! But our friendship will
last a lifetime. Thanks for listening
- I know somebody has to do it!
Ruthie P.S. Was N .Y. really that
bad???

Hey George, You're a luck star. Bad
Pun Inc.

ing there all the time - through
good times and bad. All Of My
Love, Michelle

You're a really sweet person, and a
good friend! Phyliss

Thanks for the invitation to your
mixer girls. Next time invite less
people.

Dear Dr. M ark, Thank you for be-

Rich, Thank you for the gret time in

Cindy, Thanks for the last personal.

It's true red roses have the most
thorns.

Sharon, Happy Belated Birthday.
Love, The IN DY Staff

John, How do you know that he
knows we know? Richy
R.K., I love those smooth, soft legs.
A Friend
John, Are you still "obsessed" by

4 Sale. 4 Studs, 411 Burch.

Halston?

Dan, Did you ever feel like the

Darlene 605 Sozio, Hapi:,y Birthday.
Love Your Roommates, Margaret,
Bess & Brenda

Dear Moneybags, Even though we
haven't been close this year you are
still very dear to me. Thinking of
you. Short & Sexy
Dear M ichelle, If I told you you had
a great body would you hold it
again.st me? Your No. 1 Fan P.S.
Great paint job - I love it!

Dear Devoted Bloomies Shopper,
Happy 22nd Birtdhay Sweetheart!!!! ·
We have to go out and celebrate
you rs and mine. I Love You, Mecha
Lori C., Happy 19th Birthday! Only
two more years to go! Your "Pal"
KBK
Lori C., Don't go home tonight.

building talks to you. Thanx for being a good friend. Love Your 2nd
Mother

S. Scott, What you want, baby I got
Dear IM, How do you get one

slightly jilted neighbo_r? Try another.
Love Your Neighbor

it. What you need, baby I got it ...
All I want is just a little respect
(1,2,3). Love Ya, Elizabeth Aka
Rocky

The wall sp·eaks only the truth;
" hockey players turn me on!"

To A Dream Come True, Hapi:,y An-

George S., I wish I had known that

niversary. I stil l feel lucky. Love
Always.

you were taken - now you'll never
know who I am - I sti ll do like you

Diane,

-

going?

"Red"

How's your field work

Mike, Happy Birthday! Love Indy
Staff
My D.J., I'm sorry I missed you Tues-

day .. . If it's any consolation, I
missed you. I'll try to make it Thursday. The Devil
Say it in the Independent Personals.
All personals must be 25 words or
less and are subject to approval. No
more than 1 personal per
submitter.
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Intramural and recreational sports - - - D'Angola Swimming Pool Hours
The Di\ngola Swimming Pool is
open for recreational swim hours

this semester. Please note the revised schedule below:

1st half of the semester: September 15 to October 28th.
Morning/Afternoon

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

3:00-5:00 p.m.
1:45-4:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Evening
7:40-10:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
1:45-5:30 p.m.
7:30-10:00 p.m.

1:00-5 :30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

2nd half of the semester: October 29 to December 12.
Morning/Afternoon
Evening
Monday
12:15-3:00 p.m.
6:00-10:00 p.m.*
Tuesday
12:15-3:00 p.m .
7:30-10:00 p.m .
6:00-10:00 p.m .
Wednesday
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m .
Thursday
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
Friday
1:0,9-3:00 p.m.
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Saturday
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
*On Monday, November 3 and 10,
the pool will be open from 7:40-10:00 p.m.

INDOOR WHIFFLEBALL
Indoor Whiffleball teams in action. Delta Force and the Yahoos do battle during an exhibition game. Games
are played Monday and \\ednesday evenings. Come watch the excitement.

Club news
Tennis singles
Peter Protyuriak has put himself in
a strong lead after winning another

match last week. Pete remains
undefeated in the tournament ad-

I .O. POLICY

ding a 1-6, 7-5, 6-4 victory over Mark
Elbaum.

l.

Anyone wishing to use any of , the
recreational facilities of the
college nnHt present • current
kean College 1 . 0. card. ANYOtlE
NOT RAVlNC PROPER I. 0. WILL NOT BE
PEJUUffED TO USE THE FACILITIES.

2.

The following items are not
aC:ceptable forms of identification
and may not be presented in lieu
of a Jt.e.an College I . o .: al meal
cards, bl library cards , cl dorm
keys, dJ class schedules, eJ rereceipts.

3.

Students IMY use both a library card
plus a cl.at;• achedule until Oct.
15, at which ti.Jae all I.O.'s should
be issued by the Business Office .
An adjustment to this date wi.ll be
..._de, if necessary. You ■ ust
present both your l i.bt'ary card
and classac"hedule until you have
your 1.0 .
1'.ny •tudent who does not have an

Ski club
There will be a meeting of anyone
intersted inparticipating in the Ski
Team on Tuesday, October 21 at

1:40 p.m. (college hour) in the
D'Angola Gym, Room 12S.
The team will complete in the

New Jersey Ski Association League

4.

Office,

on campus who are interested in
swimming competitively are invited
to attend. For more information,

stop by the Office of IntramuralRecreational Sports, D:-\ngola Gym,
Room 124.

Indoor whiffleball
Glen Babikian tallied the season's
first grand slam homerun to lead his
team the One Hitters to its second
victory. The One Hitters, along with
Sweet Leaf have taken a first place
lead after the first week of games in
indoor whiffleball. Grand Slam

Team Waffle II and the Yahoos all
chalked up a win and a loss each
to put them in a three way tie for
second place. Ironically, the two
teams who ca me out the strongest
in their exhibition games, Delta

7.

Fa c ulty/staff members who have
not yet ceceived an I .0. should
contact the Ass ist ant Director
ot Intramural-Recreational
Sports to r-eceive • tempor-ary
1 . 0.
Permanent I . O. '• can be
obtained from the Personnel
Office, by appo1ntment only.

Member s of the Kean College
Alumn1 Association are entitled
to use any of the recreational
fac11it1es of the c o llege.
AlW'l.ni A&sociatton cards may be
obtained through the Alumni
1'.ssoc:1.ation Offi.c:e located in

-

Townsend Kall, 1'ooai. tl.•. Phone

Urd Floor, Adaint•tratton

Buildingl.
Replacement I.D. 's
are i11ued between 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.111. Monday - Ft'iday .
s.

The Men's Swim Club will hold
its first practice on Tuesday, October
28 at 4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Any men

6.

J:.D . . . . . .J.. . . &o _ . . --•&--■•

on weekends during the winter
months.

Men's swim team

po1ntment with the Di.re c tor of
lntrarnural-Re crea t1onal Sports s o
a tempora ry I .D. can be issued.
Bring your schedule and anoth e r
form of identificatior..

8.

If you are a first semester fresh••n or a transfer student, you may
not be able to get an t.D. from
the Business Off1.ce. Kake an ap-

.

Senior citizen• who are enrolled
in course ■ through the Adult
Learning Center are entitled to
use the recreational facilities.
The Adult Learning Center i ■
located in the Ea ■ t Campus, RoOM
111, Phone 527-2616 .

,..A~,;!~1°

i~f? Depcrtmeri of
\___-y! ft~orruol - Recredk:n:JI

~Is

_~J Dvisicn of Spats Clbs
Force and Sigma Beta Tau have yet
to gain a win in the official season
of play. However, the season has only just begun. There are plenty more
games to win and grand slam balls
to hit. Good luck guys.

fitne.ss ~ .
e.xe.rc.1se..

CLASS TH'ES:
MONDAY
!!ONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
WEDN ESD;.Y
THURSDAY
THURSDAY
SATURDAY

4 00
7 30

8 00
4 30
7 30
4

co

8 00
11 00

-

5 00 P?-~
8 30 PM
9 00 Pf:
5 30 Pl1
8 30 Pt-i
- 5 00 PM
- 9 00 PM
-12 00 PM

CSW-! 18
CSW-116
CSW- 118
CSW-11 8
CSW-118
CSW-118
CSW-11 8
CSW-118

••RE~lSTRATION REQUIRED••
REGISTER:
INTRAMURAL- 1:::2:CRt:ATIONAL SPORTS OFFICE
D'ANGOLA GYM D1O4 X 2002
The pool located at Di\ngola Gym, open for recreational swim.
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_SP.Orts
Pro sporls roundup--~--By Mark Malinowski
Whatever late season baseball excitement that we anticipated but did
not have, the opportunity to enjoy
this .season because of the absence
of any pennant races, has been
graciously served. In the American
League Championship Series, most
, 1,otably during Game 5, I'm sure a
few heart attacks were suffered
throughout America . Late season
acquisition Dave Henderson, like a
cast of others participating in these
remarkable playoffs turned from
goat to hero and stopped my heart
for a moment when he blasted a
two out, two strike ninth inning two
run homerun which gave The Red
Sox a, what would be temporary,
6-5 advantage that was later used in
the eleventh inning. Earlier in the
contest, Hendeson leaped high to
grap a deep shot by Bobby Grich
but the reserve outfielder dropped
the ball over the wall and gave the

Angels a 3-2 lead.
In the National League nailbiter,
Lenny Dykstra saved the Mets in
game 3 when he slugged a two run,
bottom of the ninth four bugger off
Astro ace Dave Smith to secure the
Mets with a 5-4 triumph, and a two
g~mes to one lead. But in game 4
the series star Astros pitcher Mike
Scott continued his incredible
mastery of the Mets. On three days
rest the 6'3" split fingered fastballer
lost a bit of velocity on his bread
and butter but still managed to alow
only three hits, get fourteen groundball outs and strike out five ballers.
Once again the NFC East is in its
typical state, a mess. There is a three
way tie for first place between the
Redskins, Cowbpys and Giants. The
Skins are guilty of complicating the
situation when they registered their
first atrocious effort of the year in
getting trained by Herschel Walker
(0 catches, 155 yards) and the Danny White-less Cowboys. Since the

outset of the anticipated sh™1Clown,
Washington, for whatever reason,
appeared to have its mind elsewhere as·they permitted backup QB
Steve Pelluer to enjoy a field day.
Meanwhile, the Giants manhandled the Eagles in allowing
Philadelphia but nine first downs
and 117 .yards in total offense. The
victory marked the Giant debut of
former Cardinal great Ottis Anderson, acquired in a trade last
Wednesday. 0.). gained thrity two
yards on seven carries in assisting
Joe Morris at tailback. Will the
presence of a man who has gained
over 8000 yards in his career create
friction among other Giant backs
like Morris, Lee Rouson, Maurice
Carthon and Tony Galbreath?
"Maybe I can give them a lift, I want
to help this club win it all, not be
a distraction;' retaliated Anderson,
who obviously has · a positive
attitude.
Texas, the one time consistent na-

tional power of Coljege football is
2-2. But worse than that they are
11-10 in their past 21 contests, and
have won the Southwestern Conference only once under the nine
year coaching regime of Fred Akers.
The latest blow to the job security
of Akers was last weeks embarrassing 47-12 defeat to Oklahoma before
75, 587 of its faithful at the Cotton
Bowl in Dallas. The Longhorns,
once a great running back school
like rival Oklahoma with former
greats like Earl Campbell and the
Jones brothers, employ a mediocre
rushing attack these days as they
gained only 29 ya~s on the ground
against the Sooners, 4-1.
In South Bend, Indiana, Notre
Dame placekicker John Carney
shanked what would have been a
game winning, closing second field
goal for the second time this season.
Last week Carney misfired from 35
yards out against Pittsburgh and in
the Irish home opener the unfortunate booter missed from 44

against #2 Michigan. So instead of
smiling at 3-2 under first year coach
Lou Holtz, the Irish are sulking at
an awful 1-4 slate. Ann Arbor will
be the scene of a very important Big
10 Conference showdown this
Saturday as Michigan and Iowa risk
their unbeaten recocds. The
Wolverines, 5-0, are second ranked
behind Miami and are looking for
revenge on the team that upset them
from their top ranking a year ago.
Last season Iowa, also 5-0, squeaked by Michigan, thanks to Rob
Houghtlin's final second tie breaking field goal, 12-9. However this
season Hawkeye coach Hayden Fry
will be without the services of QB
Chuck Long, RB Ronnie Harmon,
LB Larry Station and split end Bill
Happel, who were all lost to
graduation. On the otherhand all of
Michigans 1985 key players, QB Jim
Harbaugh, TB Jamie Moriss, and
wide receivers Paul Jokisuh and
John Kolesar, have returned and
each are having superb seasons.

Tennis team ranked 7th of 14
The Kean Women's Tennis team
pooled their efforts to place 7th of
14 teams in New Jersey, ·a big step
up from the 1985 season. The format of play consists of 6 flights of
si ngles and 3 of doubles with a feed
in consolation for 5th place.
Led by Capt. Donna Patton the
entire team worked their way to the
finals and semi-finals of consolations. Patton came up victorious in

her final to determine the 5th best
player in collegiate tennis in the
State of N.J. She defeated RugersNewark in the finals after playing 5
previous matches to -get into the
finals. Jenny Arrogante, playing 5th
si ngles, played 5 tough matches to
place 6th in N.j. in her flight. The
3rd doubles team of Jenny Arrogante and Michele Glassman was
seeded 4th and lived up to their expectations placing 4th in the State.

The 1st doubles team of Donna Patton and Joia Dulberg came up short
in their doubles finals by placing
6th. The 2nd doubles team of Becky
Gaito and Cathy Limma met a tough
Seton Hall team in the semi-finals
to end their success. Sue Donato,
the team's 6th singles player, had to
withclraw due to an injury.
The team's next home match is
Saturday, October 18 against Rider
at 10 a.m.

Donna Mosher named NJAC
player of the week for field hockey

Cougar woman's soccer beat Union last week 15-0.

Photo. by Terry Brook.s

Union, NJ-Freshman Donna
Mosher (Somerville) was named the
New Jersey Athletic Conference
Player of the Week for her performance against William Paterson.
Mosher sco·red three times for Kean
and assisted on Kean's fourth goal
in the 4-1 Cougar victory.

Mosher has five goals and two
assists thus far on the season. She
is tied for fourth in the conference
scoring race. A super offensive
threat, Mosher has added spa rk to
Kean's attack. The Cougars are _currently 3-8.

" Donna came in as a fine offensive player and .she is living up to
our expectations," commended
Co,,ch Cyndi Gramlich-Covello.
, "With some fine tuning she has
great potential to become an area
scoring leader."

Next week ,in sports
Football
October 18, 1986
Jersey City (Away Game)

Women's Tennis

October 14, 1986
Rutgers-Newark (A)
October 16, 1986
Montclair (A)
October 18, 1986
Ryder (H)

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

October 16, 1986 (H)
Westfield (Mass.)
October 20, 1986 (H)
Stockton

October 14, 1986
Adelphi (A)
October 18, 1986
Southampton (A)

Volleyball
October 14, 1986
Rutgers-Newark (H)
October 16, 1986
New Rochelle (H)

Fielp Hockey
October 14, 1986
Glassboro (Homecoming) (A)
October 16, 1986
Southern Conn . (H)
October 18, 1986
William Paterson (H)

All Women Interested
In Joining Kean College

Swim Team Contact:
Pat Hannisch,
E. Campus No. 151,
527-2435 - Immediately
P.S. Manager Needed Also

Rich Lassiter, of Kean goes for the catch, all efforts fail as Kean loses
to Stony Brook, 34-20.
Photo by Terry Brooks

